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Before starting...

Many people have contributed tremendously with material, Many people have contributed tremendously with material, 
advice etc. Without their help this lecture would never have advice etc. Without their help this lecture would never have 

been possible. Only some are named here:been possible. Only some are named here:

Svetlana Berdyugina, JuanSvetlana Berdyugina, Juan--Manuel Borrero, Paul Manuel Borrero, Paul 
Charbonneau, Stefan Dreizler, Mark Giampapa, Andreas Charbonneau, Stefan Dreizler, Mark Giampapa, Andreas 
Lagg, John Landstreet, Theresa Luftinger, Coralie Neiner, Lagg, John Landstreet, Theresa Luftinger, Coralie Neiner, 

Hardi Peter, Ansgar Reiners, Manfred SchHardi Peter, Ansgar Reiners, Manfred Schüüssler, Greg ssler, Greg 
WadeWade

Thank you!Thank you!

Concentrate on observations: only few equations
Will use cgs units
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IntroductionIntroduction



The Sun 
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Gas at  5800 
K



The 
Dynamic 

Sun

SunspotSunspot
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The Violent   Sun

Flare

Solar wind
and coronal
mass ejections



In order to In order to 
understand the  understand the  
dynamics and dynamics and 

activity of theactivity of the Sun Sun 
we need to know we need to know 

and understand the and understand the 
magnetic fieldmagnetic field

The source of the SunThe source of the Sun’’s s 
activity is the magnetic field activity is the magnetic field 

Wiegelmann 2004



Stellar magnetic fields
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Magnetic fields 
are found  on 
stars throughout 
the HR-diagram

Often they 
produce activity  
on the star or 
influence its  
evolution (e.g. of 
stellar rotation)



Basics of polarimetry and Basics of polarimetry and 
the measurement of solar the measurement of solar 

magnetic fieldsmagnetic fields



Methods of solar magnetic field 
measurement

Direct methods:Direct methods:
Zeeman effectZeeman effect polarized radiationpolarized radiation
Hanle effectHanle effect polarized radiationpolarized radiation
GyroresonanceGyroresonance and and BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung polarized polarized 
radiation (in radio range)radiation (in radio range)

Indirect methods: ProxiesIndirect methods: Proxies
Bright or dark features in photosphere (sunspots, GBright or dark features in photosphere (sunspots, G--
band bright points)band bright points)
Ca II H and K plageCa II H and K plage
Fibrils seen in chromospheric lines, e.g. HFibrils seen in chromospheric lines, e.g. Hαα
Coronal loops seen in EUV or XCoronal loops seen in EUV or X--radiationradiation



Atom in magnetic field

Consider the Hamiltonian of an atom in a magnetic 
field (Gaussian cgs units; atom in L-S coupling)

First 3 terms are kinetic energy, electronic potential, 
spin-orbit coupling with

Last two terms are magnetic energy terms derived 
from magnetic vector potential

For fields up to B~10 MG (1 kT), magnetic terms are 
small compared to Coulomb potential. Fine structure 
and field treated by perturbation theory
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Magnetic field regimes

Perturbation theory regimes:
Quadratic magnetic term << linear term << spin-orbit 
term: (linear) Zeeman effect
Quadratic magnetic term << spin-orbit term << linear 
term: Paschen-Back effect
Spin-orbit term << linear term << quadratic magnetic term: 
quadratic Zeeman effect

Schiff 1955, Quantum Mechanics, Chapts. 23 & 39
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(Linear) Zeeman effect

In weak-field (Zeeman) limit, atomic energy level is 
only slightly perturbed by      (e/2mc)B⋅( L+2 S)

In L-S coupling (light atoms), J and MJ are good 
quantum numbers. Magnetic moment of atom is 
aligned with J. Energy shift of level is proportional to 
B⋅J, so there are 2J+1 different magnetic sublevels 
Ei=Ei 0 + gi (eℏ/2mc) B MJ = EEi i 00+ + μμ0 0 ggi i MMJ J BB
where                         
gi=1+[ J ( J+1)+S (S+1)−L( L+1)]/ [2 J ( J+1) ]
is the (dimensionless) Landé factor (L-S coupling)



Zeeman splitting of atomic levels & lines

Transitions between Transitions between 
Zeeman split upper Zeeman split upper 
and lower atomic levels and lower atomic levels 
lead to spectral lines lead to spectral lines 
that are split in that are split in 
wavelengthwavelength

Transitions are allowed Transitions are allowed 
between levels with    between levels with    
∆∆J J = 0, = 0, ±±1   &               1   &               
∆∆MMJJ = 0 (= 0 (ππ)), , ±±1 (1 (σσbb, , σσrr) ) 
(for the most common (for the most common 
types of transitions: types of transitions: 
electric dipole electric dipole 
radiation)radiation)

J = 0

J = 1

B = 0                       B > 0 MJ
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Splitting patterns of lines

Depending on Depending on gg of the of the 
upper and lower levels, upper and lower levels, 
the spectral line shows the spectral line shows 
different splitting different splitting 
patternspatterns
Positive: Positive: ππ components: components: 
ΔΔMMJ J = 0= 0
Negative: Negative: σσ
components: components: ΔΔMMJ J = = ±±11
Top left: normal Top left: normal 
Zeeman effect (rare)Zeeman effect (rare)
Rest: anomalous Rest: anomalous 
Zeeman effect (usual)Zeeman effect (usual)

G. Mathys



Zeeman effect observed 
First measurement of a cosmic magnetic field, in a sunspot, First measurement of a cosmic magnetic field, in a sunspot, 
was carried out 1908 by G.E. Hale was carried out 1908 by G.E. Hale 

On Sun: Zeeman effect changes spectral shape of a spectral On Sun: Zeeman effect changes spectral shape of a spectral 
line (subtle in most lines outside sunspots)line (subtle in most lines outside sunspots)

Zeeman effect also introduces a Zeeman effect also introduces a unique unique polarisation polarisation 
signaturesignature

Measurement                                                     Measurement                                                     
of polarization                                                 of polarization                                                 
is central to                                                   is central to                                                   
measuring solar                                                 measuring solar                                                 
magnetic fieldsmagnetic fields



Polarized radiation
Polarized Polarized 
radiation is radiation is 
described bydescribed by
the 4 the 4 StokesStokes
parameters: parameters: I, Q, UI, Q, U andand VV
I I = total intensity = total intensity == IIlinlin(0(0oo) + ) + IIlinlin(90(90oo) =) = IIlinlin(45(45oo) + ) + IIlinlin(135(135oo) = ) = 
IIcirccirc(right) +(right) + IIcirccirc(left) (left) 
Q Q = = IIlinlin(0(0oo) ) -- IIlinlin(90(90oo) ) 
UU = = IIlinlin(45(45oo) ) -- IIlinlin(135(135oo) ) 
VV = = IIcirccirc(right) (right) -- IIcirccirc(left)(left)

Note: Note: Stokes parametersStokes parameters are sums                                      are sums                                      
and differences of intensities, i.e.                            and differences of intensities, i.e.                            
they they areare directly measurabledirectly measurable



Polarization and Zeeman effect



Zeeman effect: information content

Line splitting Line splitting 
Stokes Stokes I I ⇒⇒ BB

Line broadeningLine broadening
Stokes Stokes I I : no info on : no info on BB

PolarizationPolarization
Stokes Stokes VV ⇒⇒ <<BBlonglong>>
Stokes Stokes Q, U, VQ, U, V ⇒⇒ BB

Atomic diagnostics (hot gas)Atomic diagnostics (hot gas)
Zeeman effect (except Zeeman effect (except 
some Ap stars & WDs)some Ap stars & WDs)

Molecular diagnostics (cool)Molecular diagnostics (cool)
Zeeman & Paschen BackZeeman & Paschen Back

I/Ic

Q/I

U/I

V/I

(ZIMPOL, J. Stenflo) 



Effect of changing field strength
Formula for Zeeman splitting (Formula for Zeeman splitting (for for BB in G, in G, λλ in in ÅÅ):):

ΔλΔλHH = 4.67 10= 4.67 10--1313 ggeff eff B B λλ22 [[ÅÅ] ] 

ggeffeff is the effective Landis the effective Landéé factor of linefactor of line
For large For large ggeff eff BBλλ22:  :  ΔλΔλHH = = ΔλΔλ betw. betw. σσ--component peakscomponent peaks

B=200 GB=200 G

B=1600 GB=1600 G
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Fe I 630.2 nm

II VV

QQ UU

Fe I 1564.8 nmFe I 1564.8 nm
Zeeman splitting ~ λ2



Dependence on B, γ, and φ

I ~ I ~ κκσσ(1+(1+coscos22γγ)/4)/4 + + κκππ sinsin22γγ/2/2
Q ~ Q ~ BB22 sinsin22γγ cos 2cos 2φφ
U ~ U ~ BB22 sinsin22γγ sin 2sin 2φφ
V ~ V ~ BB cos cos γγ

VV: longitudinal component of : longitudinal component of BB
Q, UQ, U: transverse component of : transverse component of BB
Above formulae for Above formulae for Q,U,VQ,U,V refer to relatively weak refer to relatively weak 
fields (e.g. B and Bfields (e.g. B and B2 2 dependence of field)dependence of field)
Zeeman splitting etc. is hidden in Zeeman splitting etc. is hidden in κκσσ and and κκππ. . ForFor Q, Q, 
U, VU, V these dependences have not been given for these dependences have not been given for 
simplicity.simplicity.

J.M. BorreroJ.M. Borrero



Dependence on B, γ, and φ
I ~ I ~ κκσσ(1+(1+coscos22γγ)/4)/4 + + κκππ sinsin22γγ/2/2
Q ~ Q ~ BB22 sinsin22γγ cos 2cos 2φφ
U ~ U ~ BB22 sinsin22γγ sin 2sin 2φφ
V ~ V ~ BB cos cos γγ

Q, UQ, U: transverse: transverse
component of component of BB
VV: longitudinal: longitudinal

component of component of BB
Formulae for Formulae for Q,U,VQ,U,V
refer to weak fields refer to weak fields 
κκσσ and and κκππ (s(splitting                plitting                
etc.)etc.) not given fornot given for
Q,U,VQ,U,V for simplicityfor simplicity

                                                                                

J.M. BorreroJ.M. Borrero



MagnetogramsMagnetograph:Magnetograph:
Instrument to make Instrument to make 
maps of (net circular) maps of (net circular) 
polarization in wing of polarization in wing of 
Zeeman sensitive line Zeeman sensitive line 

Useful when star can Useful when star can 
be resolved, e.g. Sunbe resolved, e.g. Sun

Image:Image: Example of Example of 
magnetogram magnetogram 
obtained by MDIobtained by MDI

Conversion of Conversion of 
polarization into polarization into 
magnetic field magnetic field 
requires a careful requires a careful 
calibration.calibration. positive positive 

polaritypolarity
negativenegative
polaritypolarity



What does a 
magnetogram show?

Plotted at left: Plotted at left: 
Top:Top: Stokes Stokes I, QI, Q and and VV along along 
a spectrograph slita spectrograph slit
Middle:Middle: Sample Stokes Sample Stokes QQ
profileprofile
Bottom:Bottom: Sample Stokes Sample Stokes VV
profileprofile
Red bars:Red bars: example of a example of a 
spectral range used to make spectral range used to make 
a magnetogram. Often only a magnetogram. Often only 
Stokes Stokes VV is used (simplest to is used (simplest to 
measure), gives longitudinal measure), gives longitudinal 
component of component of BB..



Synoptic maps approximate the radial magnetic flux observed 
near the central meridian over a period of 27.27 days (= 1 

Carrington rotation)

Synoptic chartsSynoptic charts



Dependence on B, γ, and φ
I ~ I ~ κκσσ(1+(1+coscos22γγ)/4)/4 + + κκππ sinsin22γγ/2/2
Q ~ Q ~ BB22 sinsin22γγ cos 2cos 2φφ
U ~ U ~ BB22 sinsin22γγ sin 2sin 2φφ
V ~ V ~ BB cos cos γγ

Q, UQ, U: transverse: transverse
component of component of BB
VV: longitudinal: longitudinal

component of component of BB
Formulae for Formulae for Q,U,VQ,U,V
refer to weak fields refer to weak fields 
κκσσ and and κκππ (s(splitting                plitting                
etc.)etc.) not given fornot given for
Q,U,VQ,U,V for simplicityfor simplicity

                                                                                

J.M. BorreroJ.M. Borrero



Measured 
Magnetic 
Field at 
Sun’s 

Surface

Month long Month long 
sequence ofsequence of

magnetograms magnetograms 
(approx. one (approx. one 
solar rotation)solar rotation)

MDI/SOHO MDI/SOHO 
May 1998May 1998



Cancellation of magnetic polarity

Spatial resolution elementSpatial resolution element

= positive polarity= positive polarity
magnetic fieldmagnetic field

= negative polarity= negative polarity
magnetic fieldmagnetic field

Unresolved magnetic 
features with field strength B
and filling factor

tot/ AAf
i

i∑= Stokes 
V



Stokes V signal cancellation

+             =+             =

negative polaritynegative polarity positive polaritypositive polarity
magnetic fluxmagnetic flux magnetic fluxmagnetic flux=

Stokes V signal only samples the net magnetic flux. 
Extreme case:



Scattering polarisation at Sun’s limb

If collisions are rare, If collisions are rare, 
light is light is scatteredscattered

IlluminationIllumination of atoms of atoms 
is anisotropicis anisotropic due to:due to:

Limb darkening (Limb darkening (dT/dz dT/dz 
< < 00, where , where T =T = temp.) temp.) 

atom high in atmosph.atom high in atmosph.

Scattering + Scattering + 
anisotropy anisotropy linear linear 
polarisation parallel to polarisation parallel to 
limblimb

Linearly polarized 
scattered  photon



Hanle effectHanle effect:Hanle effect: Modification Modification 
of scattering polarisation of scattering polarisation 
by magnetic field. 2 effects: by magnetic field. 2 effects: 
Depolarisation Depolarisation 

depends on field orientation depends on field orientation 
depends on depends on B B (it is complete (it is complete 
if if ΔλΔλHH >> natural line width, >> natural line width, 
i.e. for i.e. for BB > > 0.10.1--100100 G)G)
also present for unresolved also present for unresolved 
mixed polarity fieldsmixed polarity fields

Rotation of polarisation Rotation of polarisation 
plane plane 

depends on depends on BB, , γγ, , χχ
only if field is spatially only if field is spatially 
resolvedresolved

Signature of Hanle
effect for spatially 

resolved field



Hanle diagnostics: simple examples 

depolarisation
no rotation no depolarisation

no rotation

depolarisation
+ rotation



Example of Hanle rotation & depolarisation

More complex to describe Hanle than Zeeman More complex to describe Hanle than Zeeman 
effecteffect
Hanle parameters:Hanle parameters:

Depolarization factorDepolarization factor pp//ppmaxmax where where pp is polarization degree is polarization degree 
for for BB≠≠00, , ppmaxmax is is pp for for BB=0=0
Angle of rotationAngle of rotation ββ, with     , with     tan 2tan 2ββ = = U/QU/Q ((ββ=0=0 for for BB=0=0))

Atmospheric parametersAtmospheric parameters
Field strength parameter Field strength parameter ΩΩ, with , with ΩΩ=2=2gguuωωLL//γγNN ~ ~ BB, , wherewhere
γγNN is natural damping constant, is natural damping constant, ωωLL is Larmor frequency, is Larmor frequency, 
gguu is Landis Landéé factor of upper level,factor of upper level,

Field azimuth Field azimuth χχ, with, with χχ=0 =0 forfor BB || LOS|| LOS
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Hanle effect example 
(contd.)

Hanle depolarisation in Hanle depolarisation in 
general changes general changes 
between 0.2Bbetween 0.2B00 and 5Band 5B00

Expression forExpression for BB00 is is 
equivalent to saying that equivalent to saying that 
for for BB==BB00 we havewe have ωωLL= = γγNN

Stenflo 1994Stenflo 1994

u

N

eg
mB γ2

0 =

Illustration for horizontal field Illustration for horizontal field 
seen exactly at limb, seen exactly at limb, 

scattering radiation coming scattering radiation coming 
exactly from belowexactly from below





The Sun's largeThe Sun's large--scale scale 
magnetic structure magnetic structure 



Magnetic flux per region

SOHO/MDI magnetograms

Mx 2018
regeph 10510 ⋅−≈ΦMx 2220

regact  105...105 ⋅⋅≈Φ

Internetwork
fields

Mx 1815
IN 1010 −≈Φ

Active regions                    Ephemeral regions



Active regions                     Ephemeral regions

SOHO/MDI magnetograms

Mx/yr 26104...2 ⋅≈Φ&Mx/yr 2423 103...103 ⋅⋅≈Φ&

Internetwork
fields

Mx/yr 2810≈Φ&

Magnetic flux emerging over solar cycle



Continuum

Magnetogram

Magnetic structure   Magnetic structure   
of active regions is                                            of active regions is                                            
determined by determined by 

sunspotssunspots
porespores
plageplage or facular                                                     or facular                                                     
magnetic elementsmagnetic elements

Spots: Spots: ΦΦ=10=102020--10102222

Pores: Pores: ΦΦ=3=3··10101818--33··10102020

MEsMEs: : ΦΦ=10=101717--33··10101818

What are active regions composed of?



Emergence and evolution of active region 
seen in white light (sunspots)



Tilt angle of sunspot groups Tilt angle of sunspot groups 

Following spots closer to pole

Tilt angle γ ∝ sin(λ)
(“Joy´s law”)

Here λ = latitude

E E –– W directionW direction



Magnetic field in the convection zone

Magnetic field in AR & ER is produced by dynamo located Magnetic field in AR & ER is produced by dynamo located 
near bottom of convection zone (in overshoot layer)near bottom of convection zone (in overshoot layer)

toroidaltoroidal flux tubes in pressure balance with surroundings: flux tubes in pressure balance with surroundings: 

If If BBi i > > BBee and and TTii = T= Tee, then   , then   ρρii < < ρρee iintense Bntense B--fields are fields are 
evacuated and buoyant relative to surroundings (Parker evacuated and buoyant relative to surroundings (Parker 
instability). instability). 

Buoyancy dominates over curvature for  Buoyancy dominates over curvature for  BB ≥≥ 101055 G (G (FerrizFerriz
MasMas & & SchSchüüsslerssler 1992)1992)

Flux tubes form loops that move towards and eventually Flux tubes form loops that move towards and eventually 
break through the solar surface break through the solar surface 

ππ 88

22
e

ei
i BPPB

+=+



Emergence at surfaceActive region lies at Active region lies at 
intersection of flux tube intersection of flux tube 
with solar surfacewith solar surface

Each polarity Each polarity 
corresponds to a  corresponds to a  
footpointfootpoint of loopof loop

Loop rises on into Loop rises on into 
coronacorona

+  -

Coriolis force causes rising tube 
to writhe & get a poloidal comp.



Results of flux tube rise computations
To get correct emergence latitudes & tilt angles To get correct emergence latitudes & tilt angles BB ≥≥ 101055 G G at at 
base of convection zone (base of convection zone (ChoudhuryChoudhury & Gilman, Fan, etc.)& Gilman, Fan, etc.)

Lower Lower BB lead to emergence latitudes >30lead to emergence latitudes >30oo and too strong tilt and too strong tilt 
angles, or the angles, or the FTsFTs never reach the surface (never reach the surface (PPi i > > PPee))

Computations in 3Computations in 3--D show: flux tubes must be twisted above D show: flux tubes must be twisted above 
a critical amount in order to survive up to the surface without a critical amount in order to survive up to the surface without 
being shreddedbeing shredded



One kind of field, or different kinds? Is magnetic 
morphology self-similar? 

6.1    2/ ≈∝ dAP d

SelfSelf--similarity of features of similarity of features of 
different sizes: they have a  different sizes: they have a  
fractal dimension fractal dimension dd, , whichwhich
connects Perimeterconnects Perimeter P P and and 
AreaArea AA of a feature (of a feature (dd is is 

obtained statistically) obtained statistically) 

((RoudierRoudier & Muller 1987, & Muller 1987, 
RibesRibes et al. 1996, et al. 1996, 

MeunierMeunier 2004, 2004, CriscuoliCriscuoli
et al. 2007, etc.)et al. 2007, etc.)

Morphology of n
on-spot fi

elds 

is self-s
imilar o

n all s
cales 

that can so far b
e re

solved



The Solar Activity CycleThe Solar Activity Cycle

The magnetic The magnetic 
flux at the solar flux at the solar 
surface also surface also 
varies quasivaries quasi--
periodicallyperiodically
over the 11over the 11--year year 
solar cycle.solar cycle.

MaximumMaximumMaximumMaximum

Magnetic fluxMagnetic flux MinimumMinimum

XX--raysrays

The shortThe short--wavewave
radiation varies radiation varies 
strongly throughstrongly through
the activity cycle:the activity cycle:
from a factor 2 infrom a factor 2 in
the UV (<100nm)the UV (<100nm)
up to a factor 100up to a factor 100
in Xin X--rays.rays.



Solar corona during eclipses

1980
1994

Activity maximum

Activity minimum



The butterfly diagram



Magnetic butterfly diagram:
Azimuthal averages of unsigned flux

Unsigned flux displays very similar butterfly diagram Unsigned flux displays very similar butterfly diagram 
to the sunspots (no major surprise)to the sunspots (no major surprise)
There are signs of additional features: There are signs of additional features: 

flux moving periodically to the poles from active bandsflux moving periodically to the poles from active bands
some concentration of field at the polessome concentration of field at the poles



Butterfly diagram of magnetic flux

polar field reversalpolar field reversal

Azimuthal average of net magnetic flux
Active regions now weaker, since bipolar 

Polar fields stronger, since unipolar



Magnetic cycle: Hale’s polarity law

++--

--
++

--++

++
--

cycle n                                   cycle n+1cycle n                                   cycle n+1

Polarity is rePolarity is re--established after 22 years, length of magnetic cycleestablished after 22 years, length of magnetic cycle

N N

S S



Telescopically measured number of 
sunspots since 1610

90 yr Gleissberg cycle
210 yr DeFries cycle...



Telescopically measured number of 
sunspots since 1610

Is the Maunder minimum a unique event, or are 
grand minima common? What about the current 

period of high activity (grand maximum)? 



Open and closed magnetic fluxOpen and closed magnetic flux

Open flux: fast solar Open flux: fast solar 
windwind

Closed flux: slow Closed flux: slow 
solar windsolar wind

Most of the solar flux Most of the solar flux 
returns to the solar returns to the solar 
surface within a few surface within a few 
RR (closed flux)(closed flux)
A small part of the A small part of the 
total flux through the total flux through the 
solar surface solar surface 
connects as open connects as open 
flux to interplanetary flux to interplanetary 
spacespace



Evidence for Secular Change: Evidence for Secular Change: 
Interplanetary Magnetic FieldInterplanetary Magnetic Field

SunspotsSunspots

Measured

Reconstructed

Lockwood et al. 1999, 
Rouillard et al. 2007 

Reconstructed fromReconstructed from
geomagnetic aa indexgeomagnetic aa index

Interplanetary BInterplanetary B--field field 
((≈≈ SunSun’’s open flux; s open flux; 
Ulysses) doubled Ulysses) doubled 
during the last centuryduring the last century

What produced this What produced this 
doubling?doubling?



Secular Change of the Sun's Magnetic Flux: 
a Mechanism

Underlying concept: Underlying concept: overlapping solar cyclesoverlapping solar cycles ((Wilson et al. Wilson et al. 
19911991: extended solar cycle). Overlap can be produced by: extended solar cycle). Overlap can be produced by

emergence of fluxemergence of flux of                              of                              
new cycle (e.g. in                   new cycle (e.g. in                   
ephemeral regions)          ephemeral regions)          
before end of                       before end of                       
previous cycle             previous cycle             
(

                                                            
                                                      

                                                                        
                                                        

                                                                          

                                                                            
                                                      

(K. Harvey 1992K. Harvey 1992))

long lifetimelong lifetime (decay                 (decay                 
time) of open (and                   time) of open (and                   
closed) fluxclosed) flux

Solanki et al.  2000, 2002



Ephemeral Regions: Extended Cycle

active regions

ephemeral  regions

Harvey 1991



Reconstruction of Open Flux back to 1700

10Be Open solar flux

Interplanetary fieldInterplanetary field

Solanki et al. 2000
Model also predicts very similar trend for solar total magnetic Model also predicts very similar trend for solar total magnetic 

flux flux solar irradiance should also show secular trendsolar irradiance should also show secular trend



Cosmic Rays, the Sun & Tree Rings

Flux of cosmic rays is changed by Flux of cosmic rays is changed by 
solar activitysolar activity

Production of isotopes, Production of isotopes, 
such as such as 1414C (used for  C (used for  
radiocarbon dating)radiocarbon dating)



Beyond the 
telescopic 

record

Solanki et al. 
2004; 

Usoskin et al. 
2006; 2007;

Vonmoos et al. 
2007; 

Abreu et al. 
2008

From cosmogentic 
14C (or 10Be)



Beyond the 
telescopic 

record

Solanki et al. 
2004; 

Usoskin et al. 
2006; 2007;

Vonmoos et al. 
2007; 

Abreu et al. 
2008

Grand Minima & Maxima are not 
periodic, but also not random: they 

tend to cluster

From cosmogentic 
14C (or 10Be)



Are we living in special solar times?
Last 50Last 50--60 years have seen strongest activity cycles 60 years have seen strongest activity cycles 
during the last 400 years. Sun has spent only a few during the last 400 years. Sun has spent only a few 
% of the last 10000 years at such high activity levels% of the last 10000 years at such high activity levels

Since 2006 we are in a particularly long and weak Since 2006 we are in a particularly long and weak 
minimum, weakest in 80 yearsminimum, weakest in 80 years

exceptionally few sunspotsexceptionally few sunspots
open flux is very lowopen flux is very low
irradiance is very lowirradiance is very low
solar wind is exceptionally weak  solar wind is exceptionally weak  

What does the future hold for solar activity? Are we What does the future hold for solar activity? Are we 
about to leave the Grand Maximum of activity?about to leave the Grand Maximum of activity?



How will the next cycle be?



Predicted next cycle: how does it 
compare with reality?

Avge SNAvge SN
for 2009for 2009

= 1= 1





Sunspot magnetic Sunspot magnetic 
fieldsfields



What are Sunspots?What are Sunspots?

Slag on lava?

Clouds of smoke?

Holes in the Sun ?

Cyclones?



Sunspot structure & dynamics
UmbraUmbra Penumbra               Penumbra               GranuleGranule

TTeff eff ≈≈ 4500 K4500 K

TTeffeff ≈≈ 5500 K5500 K

TTeffeff ≈≈ 5800 K5800 K



Evershed effect

Observation:Observation: Penumbra Penumbra 
seen at seen at μμ<1 <1 showsshows

on limb side: Doppler red on limb side: Doppler red 
shiftshift
on disc side: Doppler blue on disc side: Doppler blue 
shiftshift

Interpretation:Interpretation: horizontal horizontal 
OUTflow of material from OUTflow of material from 
inner penumbra to outerinner penumbra to outer
Low resolution:Low resolution: 11--2 km/s, 2 km/s, 
high resolution:high resolution:
supersonicsupersonic bright: redshift, dark: blueshiftbright: redshift, dark: blueshift

LimbLimb



Regimes of solar magnetoconvection

Sunspot Sunspot 
umbraumbra

penumbrapenumbra

plageplage
quiet quiet 
SunSun

Magnetic activity in 
cool stars is driven 
by the interaction of 
the magnetic field 

with convection, i.e. 
magnetoconvection

Sunspots allow us 
to probe magneto-

convection for 
stronger fields, on 
larger scales than 

other magnetic 
features



Sunspots, some properties
Field strengthField strength: Peak values : Peak values 
20002000--4000 G 4000 G 
BrightnessBrightness: umbra: 20% of : umbra: 20% of 
quiet Sun, penumbra: 75%quiet Sun, penumbra: 75%
SizesSizes: Log: Log--normal size normal size 
distribution. Overlap with distribution. Overlap with 
pores (logpores (log--normal = normal = 
Gaussian on a logarithmic Gaussian on a logarithmic 
scale)scale)
LifetimesLifetimes: : ττ between hours & between hours & 
months: Gnevyshevmonths: Gnevyshev--
Waldmeier rule: Waldmeier rule: AAmaxmax ~ ~ ττ, , 
wherewhere AAmax max = max spot area.= max spot area.



Magnetic structure of 
sunspots

B drops steadily from 2000 B drops steadily from 2000 ––
4000 G in umbra towards 4000 G in umbra towards 
boundary, boundary, BB((RRspotspot) ) ≈≈ 1000 G1000 G

At centre, field is vertical. It At centre, field is vertical. It 
becomes almost horizontal becomes almost horizontal 
near near RRspotspot

Regular spots have a field Regular spots have a field 
structure similar to a buried structure similar to a buried 
dipoledipole



Magnetic flux tubes

Sunspots are intersections of the solar Sunspots are intersections of the solar 
surface with large magnetic flux tubessurface with large magnetic flux tubes

In CZ and in photosphere most magnetic In CZ and in photosphere most magnetic 
energy is in concentrated magnetic flux energy is in concentrated magnetic flux 
tubes (bounded by topologically simple tubes (bounded by topologically simple 
surface=current sheet) surface=current sheet) 

Pressure balance: Pressure balance: 

Thick flux tubes such as spots, Thick flux tubes such as spots, R>HR>HPP, , 
where where HHPP is the pressure scale height, is the pressure scale height, 
display strong variation across their display strong variation across their 
crosscross--section. Pressure balance valid section. Pressure balance valid 
only across boundary.only across boundary.

Rump of a Rump of a 
flux tubeflux tube

BB11 BB22

PP11 PP22

AA

RR

ππ 88

2
2

21

2
1 BPPB

+=+



The Wilson effect

Near the solar limb Near the solar limb 
the umbra and the umbra and 
centrecentre--side side 
penumbra penumbra 
disappeardisappear
We see 400We see 400--800 km 800 km 
deeper into deeper into 
sunspots than in sunspots than in 
photospherephotosphere
Correct Correct 
interpretation by interpretation by 
Wilson (18Wilson (18thth

century).century). Other interpretation by e.g. W. Herschell: Other interpretation by e.g. W. Herschell: 
photosphere is a layer of hot clouds photosphere is a layer of hot clouds 

through which we see deeper, cool layers: through which we see deeper, cool layers: 
the true, populated surface of the Sun. the true, populated surface of the Sun. 



Why do we see deeper inside sunspots, or 
what causes the Wilson effect?

Darkness:Darkness: Opacity in the solar photosphere is due Opacity in the solar photosphere is due 
to the Hto the H-- ion, which depends strongly on ion, which depends strongly on 
temperature. In sunspots temperature is lower temperature. In sunspots temperature is lower 
opacity is lower opacity is lower we see deeper. Responsible for we see deeper. Responsible for 
≈≈½½ of observed effectof observed effect
Magnetic field:Magnetic field: Magnetic field produces a pressure Magnetic field produces a pressure 
~~BB22/8/8ππ.  Due to pressure balance with surroundings:.  Due to pressure balance with surroundings:

Opacity in spot is decreased. Responsible for Opacity in spot is decreased. Responsible for ½½ of of 
observed effect  observed effect  

surrspotsurrspotsurrspot

2
spot

8
ρρ

π
<<→<<→=+ PPPP

B



Why are sunspots dark?

Basically the strong magnetic field, not allowing motions Basically the strong magnetic field, not allowing motions 
across the field lines, quenches convection inside the spot.across the field lines, quenches convection inside the spot.

Since convection is the main source of energy transport just Since convection is the main source of energy transport just 
below the surface, less energy reaches the surface through below the surface, less energy reaches the surface through 
the spot the spot darkdark

ββ <1<1
ββ >1>1



Why are sunspots dark?  II

Where does the energy blocked by sunspots go? Where does the energy blocked by sunspots go? 
Spruit (1982)Spruit (1982)

Short diffusive timescale of CZ:Short diffusive timescale of CZ: blocked heat is blocked heat is 
redistributed in CZ within 1 month redistributed in CZ within 1 month –– 1 year (at 1 year (at 
most only very weak bright rings around sunspots)most only very weak bright rings around sunspots)

Large heat capacity of CZ:Large heat capacity of CZ: the additional heat does the additional heat does 
not lead to a measurable increase in temperaturenot lead to a measurable increase in temperature

Long time scale for thermal relaxationLong time scale for thermal relaxation of the CZ of the CZ 
(Kelvin(Kelvin--Helmholtz timescale): 10Helmholtz timescale): 1055 years years excess excess 
energy is released almost imperceptibly energy is released almost imperceptibly (KH timescale: (KH timescale: 
how long can Sun shine using only its gravitational energy)how long can Sun shine using only its gravitational energy)



Solar irradiance during passage of a 
sunspot group

The Sun as a The Sun as a 
whole darkens whole darkens 
when spots when spots 
move across its move across its 
discdisc

I.e. the blocked I.e. the blocked 
heat does not heat does not 
reappear reappear 
somewhere somewhere 
else on a else on a 
timescale of timescale of 
days to weeksdays to weeks



Why are sunspots so bright?
Sunspot umbra: Sunspot umbra: 

20% of photospheric radiative flux 20% of photospheric radiative flux 
20002000--4000 G mainly vertical field4000 G mainly vertical field

Sunspot penumbra: Sunspot penumbra: 
75% of photospheric radiative flux75% of photospheric radiative flux
10001000--2000 G complex, more horizontal field 2000 G complex, more horizontal field 

For both: normal convection completely quenched For both: normal convection completely quenched 
(Gough & Tayler 1966). Radiation carries <10% of (Gough & Tayler 1966). Radiation carries <10% of 
energy from solar interior. energy from solar interior. 

Some form of magnetoconvection must be acting at Some form of magnetoconvection must be acting at 
small scales that transports the missing energy fluxsmall scales that transports the missing energy flux



Current view of fine-structure of penumbra

Zakharov et al. 2008, Rempel et al. 2008Zakharov et al. 2008, Rempel et al. 2008

ConvectionConvection

Penumbra is bigger hurdle than umbra (75% of energy flux) 
and much more controversial



MHD simulation of a sunspot

Red box represents the simulation box overlain on 
image of an observed spot 



Detailed structure of a penumbral filament

Continuum intensity at  
630 nm: 0.13 ... 1.02 <I>



Cuts perpendicular to the  filament

T [103 K]

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0

vz [km s-1]

-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0

The filament is formed by a hot, 
sheet-like convective upflow that 
turns over and flows down at the 

sides of the filament



Cuts perpendicular to the  filament

T [103 K]

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0

vz [km s-1]

-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0

The filament is formed by a hot, 
sheet-like convective upflow that 
turns over and flows down at the 

sides of the filament





NonNon--spot magnetic fieldsspot magnetic fields



Non-spot 
fields

Sunspots cover Sunspots cover 
in general in general 
<0.2% of solar <0.2% of solar 
surfacesurface
What about the What about the 
remaining remaining 
99.8%?99.8%?
What are plage What are plage 
or facular or facular 
regions & regions & 
network network 
composed of?composed of?



Facular fields

Facular fields are 
composed of 
magnetic elements, 
small (<300 km 
diameter) flux tubes.



Magnetic flux tubes
Magnetic elements are intersections of Magnetic elements are intersections of 
solar surface & small magnetic flux tubessolar surface & small magnetic flux tubes

Thin flux tubes, Thin flux tubes, R<HR<HPP, where , where HHPP is the is the 
pressure scale height, display no  variation pressure scale height, display no  variation 
across their crossacross their cross--sectionsection

Pressure balance: Pressure balance: 

In hydrostatic equilibrium with In hydrostatic equilibrium with TT = const= const,    ,    
PP1 1 ~ exp(~ exp(--zz//HHpp)) BB1 1 ~ exp(~ exp(--zz/2/2HHpp))

Magnetic flux is conservedMagnetic flux is conserved

For thin tube:For thin tube: BRBR2 2 = const = const R R ~ exp(+~ exp(+zz/2/2HHpp) ) 

Rump of a Rump of a 
flux tubeflux tube

BB11 BB22

PP11 PP22

AA

RR

ππ 88

2
2
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2
1 BPPB

+=+
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Temperature contrast vs. size

U
nc

er
ta

in

umbrae

spots

I/I
Q

S

Magn. elements   Magn. elements   PoresPores SunspotsSunspots

Exact 
numbers 
depend 
on λ, μ,

resolution, 
etc.



Peak B
Avge B

Internetwork & turbulent fieldsInternetwork & turbulent fields

Magn. elementsMagn. elements PoresPores SunspotsSunspots

Surprisingly constant field strength

6 orders of magnitude 6 orders of magnitude 



Convective intensification

Flux advection by horizontal Flux advection by horizontal 
flow (flux expulsion)flow (flux expulsion)

Suppression of convection,  Suppression of convection,  
cooling and downflow cooling and downflow 

Evacuation, field Evacuation, field 
intensificationintensification



Convective
intensification

(Grossmann(Grossmann--Doerth,  SchDoerth,  Schüüssler &ssler &
Steiner, 1998)Steiner, 1998)

•• 2D, compressible 2D, compressible 
•• radiation, ionization radiation, ionization 

•• 2400 x 1400 km2400 x 1400 km22

•• 240 x 140  points240 x 140  points
(10 km hor. resol.)(10 km hor. resol.)

•• <B> = 100, 200, 400 G<B> = 100, 200, 400 G

•• collapse + reboundcollapse + rebound

t = 50 st = 50 st = 150 s               t = 150 s               t = 250 st = 250 st = 100 st = 100 s



Magnetic elements: brightness
Convection quenched by Convection quenched by 
magnetic field (red arrows) magnetic field (red arrows) 

heat blocked heat blocked 

Inflow of radiation into Inflow of radiation into 
evacuated flux tube evacuated flux tube 
through hot walls (yellow through hot walls (yellow 
arrows). Excess heat flux arrows). Excess heat flux 

Enhanced emission. Inflow Enhanced emission. Inflow 
wins since FTs are narrow: wins since FTs are narrow: 
diameter ~ Wilson depress.diameter ~ Wilson depress.

Excess energy comes Excess energy comes 
partly from deep CZ (over partly from deep CZ (over 
KelvinKelvin--Helmholtz timescaleHelmholtz timescale



Faculae lead to brightening of the whole 
Sun

Dip due to presence Dip due to presence 
of small spotof small spot



Why are 
faculae 

best seen 
near 

limb? 

The Sun in 
White Light, with 
limb darkening 

removed

MDI on SOHOMDI on SOHO



Flux-tube brightening near limb

The flux tubes expand with height (pressure balanceThe flux tubes expand with height (pressure balance
Most energy radiates into them through walls, which are hot.Most energy radiates into them through walls, which are hot.
They appear brightest when hot walls are well seen, i.e. near liThey appear brightest when hot walls are well seen, i.e. near limb (closer mb (closer 
to limb for larger tubes)to limb for larger tubes)



3D appearance of faculae3D appearance of faculae
extension up to 0.5extension up to 0.5””
narrow dark lanes centerward of faculaenarrow dark lanes centerward of faculae

Facular brightening

(continuum image: SST, La Palma

Limb

Center

 θ=60° λ=488nm)

Recent observations reveal:
(Lites et al. 2004)



BBzz
(Z=0)(Z=0)

>500G>500G
>1000G>1000G
>1500G>1500G

vvz z 
(Z=0) (Z=0) 

IIcc
(Z=0)(Z=0)

Vögler et al. 2005

33--D compressible D compressible 
radiationradiation--MHD MHD 

simulationssimulations
Plage: Plage: BBZZ(t=0)(t=0) = 200 G= 200 G

Grid Size: 288 x 288 x 100Grid Size: 288 x 288 x 100
Vertical extent: 1.4 MmVertical extent: 1.4 Mm
Horizontal extent: 6 MmHorizontal extent: 6 Mm

66
MmMm



Vertical cut through sheet-like structure
Radiation flux vectors & 

temperature
I

Bz

partial evacuation leads to a partial evacuation leads to a 
depression of  the depression of  the ττ=1 level =1 level 

lateral heating from hot walls lateral heating from hot walls 
(Spruit 1976)(Spruit 1976)

Brightness enhancement of small Brightness enhancement of small 
structuresstructures



Probability density function of field strength around  τ=1

10 G
50 G

200 G
400 G
800 G

Weak fields: 
exponential or 
lognormal

Strong fields: 
Gaussian

Efficiency of 
convective field 
intensification 
decreases for 
small B0

From quiet Sun to strong plage



Observation

IIcc at 488 nmat 488 nm magnetic field strengthmagnetic field strength

 θ=60°

 θ=0°

(K
eller et al. 2004)

Simulation: B0=400 G

Facular brightening



Supergranules and magnetic field
Magnetogram:Magnetogram: black and black and 
white (oppos. polarities)white (oppos. polarities)
Horizontal velocity:Horizontal velocity:
arrowsarrows
Divergence:Divergence:
blue arrows > 0;             blue arrows > 0;             
red arrows: < 0red arrows: < 0
Supergranule boundaries:Supergranule boundaries:
yellowyellow
Magnetic field at edges of Magnetic field at edges of 
supergranules, as in  supergranules, as in  
simulations for granules simulations for granules 
BB swept out by flow of swept out by flow of 
supergranulessupergranules



What is between the flux tubes?
Internetwork:Internetwork: Zeeman effectZeeman effect
mainly horizontal hG fields, mainly horizontal hG fields, 
forming small, lowforming small, low--lying loops. lying loops. 
Fed by eFed by emergence of small mergence of small 
(10(101717 Mx) dipolesMx) dipoles in granulesin granules

Turbulent field:Turbulent field: Hanle effectHanle effect
““Zeeman invisibleZeeman invisible”” field mixed field mixed 
on small scales. Same as on small scales. Same as 
internetwork field, or separate? internetwork field, or separate? 
Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004)Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004)
propose that turbulent field  propose that turbulent field  
dominates magnetic energy dominates magnetic energy 
density in photospheredensity in photosphere

Martinez et al. 2007



Which dynamo feeds QS flux?

Active and ephemeral regionsActive and ephemeral regions: : main dynamomain dynamo
(orientation of bipolar regions & solar cycle  (orientation of bipolar regions & solar cycle  
variation of their number and location)variation of their number and location)

IN & turbulent fieldsIN & turbulent fields: not yet decided: not yet decided

local turbulent dynamolocal turbulent dynamo (Cattaneo 1999; V(Cattaneo 1999; Vöögler & gler & 
SchSchüüssler 2007; 2008)ssler 2007; 2008)

main dynamomain dynamo, with fluctuations due to flux recycling (e.g. , with fluctuations due to flux recycling (e.g. 
Ploner et al. 2002; de Wijn et al. 2005)Ploner et al. 2002; de Wijn et al. 2005)



Surface dynamo

Vögler and Schüssler 2007
Bvertical Continuum intensity





Manifestations of the Manifestations of the 
magnetic field in the Sun's magnetic field in the Sun's 

atmosphereatmosphere



1-D stratification of the solar atmosphere



Sun’s magnetic field correlates with 
brightness in most atmospheric layers



0.1%0.1%

Photospheric influence of field: variations of 
total irradiance

C. Fröhlich, PMOD



Solar brightnessSolar brightness

SunspotsSunspots



Faculae

Area covered by 
faculae increases 
faster from Min. to 
Max. of solar activity 
than the area covered 
by sunspots



Magnetic Field & Brightness Changes

Model: Model: 
based on based on 
assumption assumption 
that that 
brightness brightness 
changes are changes are 
caused by caused by 
magnetic magnetic 
field at solar field at solar 
surface surface 

Obs.:Obs.: by by 
various various 
InstrumentsInstruments

Wenzler et al. 2006



Magnetic Field & Brightness Changes

Model: Model: 
based on based on 
assumption assumption 
that that 
brightness brightness 
changes are changes are 
caused by caused by 
magnetic magnetic 
field at solar field at solar 
surface surface 

Obs.:Obs.: by by 
various various 
InstrumentsInstruments

Wenzler et al. 2006

Magnetic fields at the solar 
surface are responsible for  

90% of the observed   
irradiance variations



Chromospheric structure and magnetic field

5 104 K gas (EIT  He 304 Å)7000 K gas Ca II K

Spots    Spots    plagesplages



Ca II K as a magnetic field proxy

Ca II H and K lines, Ca II H and K lines, 
the strongest lines the strongest lines 
in the visible solar in the visible solar 
spectrum, become spectrum, become 
brighter with nonbrighter with non--
spot magnetic flux. spot magnetic flux. 

IIcorecore//IIwingwing ~ <~ <BB>>0.60.6

Magnetic regions Magnetic regions 
(except sunspots) (except sunspots) 
appear bright in  appear bright in  
Ca II H+K Ca II H+K Ca Ca 
plageplage and network and network 
regionsregions

Schrijver et al. 1989, Rezaei et al. 2007

Important for tracing stellar activity



Why are magnetic elements bright in the 
chromosphere?

Photosphere: Photosphere: energy energy 
enters flux tube through enters flux tube through 
shaking by convection. shaking by convection. 
Transported up by Transported up by 
waves, or is stored as waves, or is stored as 
excess energy in field excess energy in field 
(tension forces)(tension forces)

ChromosphereChromosphere:: release release 
of excess energy of excess energy 
channelled by field to channelled by field to 
higher layers (MHD wave higher layers (MHD wave 
dissipation)dissipation)



GG--bandband

Ca II KCa II K

Observed 14Observed 14thth August 2007 with SSTAugust 2007 with SST



Magnetic canopies
Observational evidence exists Observational evidence exists 
for the presence of horizontal for the presence of horizontal 
fields in fields in chromospherechromosphere

Can be produced with FT Can be produced with FT 
model if interior of FT is hotter model if interior of FT is hotter 
than surroundingsthan surroundings

Pressure scale height Pressure scale height HHP P ~ ~ TT

TTi i > T> Te e HHP,iP,i > > HHP,eP,e above a above a 
critical heightcritical height ZZcc:  :  PPii > > PPee

aboveabove ZZcc field is not confined field is not confined 
& expands horizontally& expands horizontally

aboveabove ZZcc field fills all coronafield fills all corona

ii

ee

TTii=T=Tee
TTii>T>Tee



Chromospheric structure
SpiculesSpicules
Prominences and filamentsProminences and filaments



Cartoon of quiet Sun atmosphere



Prominence material supported by magnetic 
field

Density of prominence Density of prominence 
material is ~2 orders of material is ~2 orders of 
magnitude higher than of magnitude higher than of 
surrounding coronasurrounding corona

Prominence gas has to be Prominence gas has to be 
supported against gravitysupported against gravity

Magnetic field curved Magnetic field curved 
upward can provide this upward can provide this 
support, since ionized gas support, since ionized gas 
can only flow along field linescan only flow along field lines



Prominence 
models

KippenhahnKippenhahn--SchlSchlüüterter
(below), (below), KuperusKuperus--RaaduRaadu

(below right) and flux tube (below right) and flux tube 
(right; 3(right; 3--D D KuperusKuperus--R.)R.)



The Hot and Dynamic Corona

Corona during an Eclipse
Coronagraphic observations 
(LASCO C3 / SOHO, MPS)



The Hot and Dynamic Corona

EUV Corona: Plasma at 
>1 Mio K (EIT 195 Å)

Coronagraphic observations 
(LASCO C3 / SOHO, MPS)



Coronal structures

Active region (loops)Active region (loops)

Quiet SunQuiet Sun

XX--ray bright pointray bright point

Coronal holeCoronal hole

ArcadesArcades

Fe XII 195 Å
(1.500.000 K)            

17 May - 8 June 1998 



Coronal structure: active region loops
TRACE, 1999TRACE, 1999



Coronal temperature & density
Different temperatures Different temperatures 
& densities& densities coco--exist in exist in 
the corona the corona 

Range of temps:Range of temps:
<1 MK (Coronal hole) <1 MK (Coronal hole) 
to 10 MK (act. region)to 10 MK (act. region)

ee-- densitiesdensities (inner (inner 
corona): corona): 

Loop:Loop: 101010  10  particlesparticles cmcm--22

Coronal hole:Coronal hole: 10107 7 

particlesparticles cmcm--22 Hinode XRT: 2Hinode XRT: 2--5MK gas5MK gas



Flux Tubes, Canopies, Loops and Funnels

Coronal hole: 
open field lines

X-ray corona:
closed field lines



Energy budget: Open & closed coronal field 

FH = Energy flux heating the gas;   Fq = Conductive energy flux;   FSW = Solar wind flux
Assume the same energy input into open and closed regions:
almost ALL emission we see on the disk outside coronal holes
originates from magnetically closed structures (loops) !

Frad = Fq = 0.1 FH
FH

FSW = 0.9 FH

Fq = 0.1 FH

magnetically  open

radiation  ≈ 10 %  of  energy input

Fq = FH

FH

Frad = Fq = FH

FSW = 0

magnetically  closed

radiation  ≈ 100 %  of  energy input

Fq = FH

kindly provided by Hardi Peter



funnel

polar 
hole

Tu, Marsch et al., 2005

Sources of solar wind: fast wind



TRACE 171Å observations of flare and post 
flare arcade near limb



Coronal mass ejection (CME)Coronal mass ejection (CME)

front

void

bright core



Plasma β vs. height in solar atmosphere

(Gary 2001)(Gary 2001)

Field              Field              Gas Gas 
dominatesdominates dominatesdominates

H
ei

gh
t [

M
m

] 

Plasma-β

Plasma Plasma ββ: : 
ratio of ratio of 

thermal to thermal to 
magnetic magnetic 
energy energy 
density:density:

2

 8
B

Pπβ =



Energy input into corona
Random footpoint motions of a loop will lead to a braiding of Random footpoint motions of a loop will lead to a braiding of 

the field (first proposed by Parker 1983)the field (first proposed by Parker 1983)

Starting from loop-
like potential field, 
i.e. lowest energy 
configuration, 
energy in field can 
be increased by 
moving the loop 
footpoints

Source of footpoint 
motion: magneto-
convection

Increasing tw
ist

T. Sakurai (1979)

Simple example

β>1

β<<1



Structure and dynamics at small 
spatial scales

RadiationRadiation--MHD Simulations of smallMHD Simulations of small--scale magnetic fieldsscale magnetic fields

IntensityIntensity VVöögler et al.gler et al. Magnetic fieldMagnetic field .



Magnetic coupling & coronal heatingMagnetic coupling & coronal heating

Gudiksen & Nordlund (2002)Gudiksen & Nordlund (2002)

Coronal loops maintained at Coronal loops maintained at 
MK temperatures by current MK temperatures by current 

dissipationdissipation

↑↑
Braiding of coronal magnetic Braiding of coronal magnetic 

field linesfield lines

↑↑
Emergence of new flux and Emergence of new flux and 
interaction with convection: interaction with convection: 
Magnetic footpoint motionsMagnetic footpoint motions



Magnetic reconnection (2-D)

Subsonic inflow

Supersonic
outflow

Shock

Electric current sheet



Electric Current Sheet at Coronal Base

He I 10830 He I 10830 ÅÅ reveals electric current sheet (tangential reveals electric current sheet (tangential 
discontinuity of magnetic vector) at coronal basediscontinuity of magnetic vector) at coronal base

Observed in Observed in 
emerging flux emerging flux 
regionregion

Surface:Surface:
magnetic field magnetic field 
strength (note strength (note 
the valley)the valley)

Colour:Colour: current current 
densitydensity

Solanki et al. 2003,   Animation: A. LaggSolanki et al. 2003,   Animation: A. Lagg



Explosive events: evidence for reconnection

Reconnection

Observer

Innes et al. 1998, NatureInnes et al. 1998, Nature





Magnetic fields in the upper Magnetic fields in the upper 
solar atmospheresolar atmosphere



Methods of determining the magnetic field 
above the solar photosphere

Zeeman effect in chromospheric or coronal spectral linesZeeman effect in chromospheric or coronal spectral lines
(visible and IR)(visible and IR)
Hanle effect in chromospheric or coronal spectral linesHanle effect in chromospheric or coronal spectral lines (VUV, (VUV, 
NUV, visible, IR)NUV, visible, IR)
Gyroresonance emissionGyroresonance emission at radio wavelengthsat radio wavelengths
FreeFree--free emission free emission at radio wavelengthsat radio wavelengths
Faraday rotation Faraday rotation at radio wavelengthsat radio wavelengths
Coronal loop oscillationsCoronal loop oscillations (EUV)(EUV)
In situ measurementsIn situ measurements in the heliospherein the heliosphere
Extrapolation from photospheric magnetogramsExtrapolation from photospheric magnetograms using using 
potential or forcepotential or force--free fieldsfree fields



Problems with coronal field 
measurements

In spite of this richness of techniques we know far In spite of this richness of techniques we know far 
less about the field in the corona than in the less about the field in the corona than in the 
photosphere, where we can only employ 2 photosphere, where we can only employ 2 
techniquestechniques
Reasons:Reasons:

Field in corona is much weaker than in photosphere: Field in corona is much weaker than in photosphere: 
typically a few 10 G vs. 1000 Gtypically a few 10 G vs. 1000 G
S/N is much lower in corona than in photosphere (factor S/N is much lower in corona than in photosphere (factor 
of >10of >1033))
corona is optically thin (for most techniques): corona is optically thin (for most techniques): 

field can cancel even along line of sight!field can cancel even along line of sight!
we do not know where we are sampling the fieldwe do not know where we are sampling the field



Zeeman effect: B near base of corona

Measurement of Zeeman Measurement of Zeeman 
effect (full Stokes vector) effect (full Stokes vector) 
in  He I 10830 in  He I 10830 ÅÅ

Gives Gives full magnetic vectorfull magnetic vector
at base of corona, in at base of corona, in 
prominences & cool prominences & cool 
(freshly emerged) loops(freshly emerged) loops

Advantages:Advantages:
Optically thin: formation Optically thin: formation 
details not requireddetails not required

Allows high spatial Allows high spatial 
resolutionresolution

Solanki et al. 2003, Lagg et al. 2004

Disadvantage: formation height?



Structure of Cool Magnetic Loops
Magnetic loops 
deduced from 
measurements 
of He I 10830 Å
Stokes profiles
in an emerging 
flux region.

Left projection: 
Field strength

Right projection: 
Vertical velocity

Solanki et al. 
2003 (A. Lagg)



Testing Magnetic Extrapolations
ForceForce--free field with free field with αα((x,y,zx,y,z) ) reproduces loops reconstructed reproduces loops reconstructed 
from observations better than forcefrom observations better than force--free field with free field with αα=const. =const. 
and far better than a potential field extrapolationand far better than a potential field extrapolation

Loops harbour strong currents while still emergingLoops harbour strong currents while still emerging

Observed           Potential                force free          Observed           Potential                force free          force freeforce free

αα=const.              =const.              αα((x,y,zx,y,z))

Wiegelmann et al. 2005

BB
B

α=×∇
=×∇ 0



STEREO: Solar-TErrestrial RElations 
Observatory

Earth
STEREO B STEREO A



Coronal loops in 3-DYellow lines:Yellow lines: First First 
stereoscopic stereoscopic 

reconstruction of reconstruction of 
coronal loops coronal loops 

observed by the two observed by the two 
STEREO spacecraft STEREO spacecraft 
looking at the Sun looking at the Sun 

from different from different 
directions.directions.

Red lines:Red lines: magnetic magnetic 
field extrapolations field extrapolations 

starting from starting from 
magnetogram on magnetogram on 

solar surfacesolar surface

Feng et al. 2007Feng et al. 2007



Coronal Zeeman & Hanle effect

Coronagraphic obs.   Coronagraphic obs.   
of Fe XIII 1074.4 & of Fe XIII 1074.4 & 
1079.8 1079.8 ÅÅ lines give lines give BBz z 
and azimuthal and azimuthal 
directiondirection

Integration through Integration through 
corona: limited spatial corona: limited spatial 
information information 

Instrument: Coronal Instrument: Coronal 
MultiMulti--channel channel 
Polarimeter (CoMP): Polarimeter (CoMP): 
full Stokesfull Stokes

S. Tomczyk, 2004S. Tomczyk, 2004
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Radio measurements of coronal field

Two main emission mechanisms compete in the Two main emission mechanisms compete in the 
solar corona at microwave frequencies: solar corona at microwave frequencies: 

freefree--free emission or bremsstrahlung:free emission or bremsstrahlung: produced by produced by 
collisional energy loss of noncollisional energy loss of non--thermal ethermal e--. Present . Present 
everywhere in corona. Dominates in regions of weaker everywhere in corona. Dominates in regions of weaker 
field, e.g. active region plage, and at low frequencies (field, e.g. active region plage, and at low frequencies (νν < < 
2 2 GHz)GHz)

Gyroresonance emission or cyclotron emission or Gyroresonance emission or cyclotron emission or 
magnetomagneto--bremsstrahlung:bremsstrahlung: produced by the gyration of eproduced by the gyration of e--
around magnetic field lines (Larmor orbit) due to Lorentz around magnetic field lines (Larmor orbit) due to Lorentz 
force. Sun: dominant in strongforce. Sun: dominant in strong--field regions above field regions above 
sunspots, and generally at frequencies above a few GHz.sunspots, and generally at frequencies above a few GHz.

Both mechanisms produce circular polarisation.Both mechanisms produce circular polarisation.



Active region at different radio frequencies

At low frequencies 
(lower left) brems-
strahlung (f-f) 
dominates radio 
emission. Maps 
resembles soft X-
rays (upper left)

Above 2-3 GHz,
gyro emission
dominates radio 
maps. They 
resemble magneto-
grams (right)



Gyroresonance
Produces emission peaks at multiples Produces emission peaks at multiples ss of of ee-- gyrofrequency gyrofrequency 

Gyrofrequency scales linearly with Gyrofrequency scales linearly with BB

Note:Note: For strong fields of 10 MG, as found in magnetic WDs, For strong fields of 10 MG, as found in magnetic WDs, 
the gyrofrequency reaches optical wavelengths; for the gyrofrequency reaches optical wavelengths; for BB>10>101010 G G 
(e.g. pulsars) it reaches X(e.g. pulsars) it reaches X--ray & ray & γγ--rayray wavelengthswavelengths
OpacityOpacity of gyroresonance emission for Maxwellian of gyroresonance emission for Maxwellian 
distribution of distribution of ee-- velocities:                                                     velocities:                                                     

∝∝ nnee BB/(/(∂∂ B/B/∂∂ l l ) ( ) ( T T sinsin22θθ / / mcmc2 2 ) ) ss--11

where where ss = 1, 2, 3, = 1, 2, 3, …… is the harmonic, is the harmonic, θθ is angle between is angle between BB
and line of sight (brighest for perpendicular fields)and line of sight (brighest for perpendicular fields)
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Properties of gyroresonance emission

Big difference in opacity of two Big difference in opacity of two 
polarizations of EM waves: polarizations of EM waves: 
extraordinary (extraordinary (xx) mode interacts ) mode interacts 
more with emore with e-- than ordinary (than ordinary (oo) mode) mode

xx and and oo modes modes opposite circular opposite circular 
polarizations (polarizations (key to unlocking B)

Looking on solar atmosphere from Looking on solar atmosphere from 
above, we only see down to highest above, we only see down to highest 
optically thick layer at a given optically thick layer at a given 
frequency and polarization, typically frequency and polarization, typically 
s=3s=3 for for xx--mode, mode, s=2s=2 for for oo--modemode

e-

EM

e-

EM

xx modemode

oo modemode



Calculated model sunspot gyroresonance layers

Gyro-
resonance 
provides 

field 
strength B, 

but also 
gives some 

limited 
information 
on direction 

of field

s=3
s=2

s=1

x o modes



Gyroresonance 
layers

Gyroresonance opacity is the 
only mechanism that makes 
corona optically thick at 
frequencies > 4 GHz
Emission comes from a 
surface of constant B
Microwaves are sensitive to 
fields in range 200–3000 G
High levels of circular 
polarization also indicate 
presence of strong B and can 
be used to measure 
temperature gradients



Radio Emission from Coronal Magnetic Fields

Region 
showing
strong shear: 
radio images 
show high B 
and very high 
temperatures 
exactly where 
the magnetic 
field is non-
potential



plane of linear polarization is rotated by magnetized plasma plane of linear polarization is rotated by magnetized plasma 
with density with density nne  e  (Nicholson 1983) ::

measures product of measures product of nnee and and BBLOSLOS

∫ ⋅∝Δ
LOS

e sdBn rr
2λχ

eg. extragalactic 
radio sources,
spacecraft

model of nmodel of nee oror B B 
requiredrequired
LOS integrationLOS integration
only 1D mappingonly 1D mapping

Radio Measurements: Faraday Rotation



Faraday rotation: results

Measurements at 2 or Measurements at 2 or 
more more λλ allow allow ΔχΔχ to be to be 
deduceddeduced without without 
knowledge of initial knowledge of initial 
polarisation anglepolarisation angle

Most Faraday rotation Most Faraday rotation 
results refer to the outer results refer to the outer 
corona, where the field is corona, where the field is 
weaker & density is lowerweaker & density is lower

Easier for weak fields & Easier for weak fields & 
lowlow--density plasma: density plasma: 
avoids multiple rotationsavoids multiple rotations

Gyrosynchrotron
Dulk et al. 1976

Faraday rotation
Sofue et al 1976; Bird et al. 1980;
Soboleva & Timofeeva 1983;
Sakurai & Spangler 1994

Potential field
Hoeksema & Scherrer 1986

Empirical model
Pätzold et al. 1987



Heliospheric magnetic field from Ulysses

CH         CH



Making the Parker spiral visible

Ulysses followed Ulysses followed 
electron streams electron streams 
ejected from Sun ejected from Sun 
on 25 & 30.10.1994 on 25 & 30.10.1994 
from above the from above the 
south solar pole, south solar pole, 
with the help of the with the help of the 
cloudsclouds’’ radio radio 
emission (dots)emission (dots)
The eThe e-- streams streams 
follow the Parker follow the Parker 
spiral as expectedspiral as expected





Techniques for stellar Techniques for stellar 
magnetic field magnetic field 
measurementsmeasurements



From the Sun to the stars



From the Sun to the stars

Going from Sun to starsGoing from Sun to stars meansmeans losinglosing
spatial resolution spatial resolution 

photons and hence sensitivityphotons and hence sensitivity

& & gaininggaining in diversity of stars & parametersin diversity of stars & parameters
Hot stars: different magnetic structureHot stars: different magnetic structure

Cool stars: how usual or unusual is todayCool stars: how usual or unusual is today’’s Suns Sun

Probe nonProbe non--solar parameter regimessolar parameter regimes

Depending on the type of star different Depending on the type of star different 
measurement techniques have to be appliedmeasurement techniques have to be applied



Stars with large-scale field: e.g. Ap stars

Landstreet

Field in early-type 
stars is 
dominated by 
low-order 
multipoles, e.g. 
dipoles.

A tilted dipole 
produces a 
roughly 
sinusoidal 
variation of 
Stokes V



Complex fields of cool stars and missing 
spatial resolution!

Solar Solar 
magnetogram magnetogram 

Note complexity  Note complexity  
of the magnetic of the magnetic 
signal: magnetic signal: magnetic 
polarities are polarities are 
mixed often on mixed often on 
small scales!small scales!

Average over the Average over the 
whole solar disk whole solar disk 
gives extremely gives extremely 
small Stokes small Stokes 
signalssignals



Cancellation of magnetic polarity

unresolved star with unresolved star with 
flux is distributed on flux is distributed on 

small scalessmall scales

= positive polarity= positive polarity
magnetic fieldmagnetic field

= negative polarity= negative polarity
magnetic fieldmagnetic field



Measuring B on Sun-like stars

For slowly rotating stars For slowly rotating stars 
polarisation signal is polarisation signal is 
strongly reduced by mixture strongly reduced by mixture 
of magnetic polarities on of magnetic polarities on 
stellar surface. Detect field stellar surface. Detect field 
from its weak influence on from its weak influence on 
intensity spectra.intensity spectra.

Example: Even Example: Even εε Eri with   Eri with   
fBfB ≈≈ 160160 G (outside G (outside 
starspots) needs high S/N starspots) needs high S/N 
for field to be visiblefor field to be visible

RRüüedi et al. 1997edi et al. 1997

g=2.5             B=0

B≠0



Rapid rotation: boon and bane 

++ Rapid rotation produces more activity and larger Rapid rotation produces more activity and larger 
magnetic flux (lecture 9) magnetic flux (lecture 9) easier to measure easier to measure 

++ Larger activity Larger activity larger magnetic features larger magnetic features less less 
mixing on small scales?mixing on small scales?

++ Zeeman degeneracy is reduced by rapid rotation: Zeeman degeneracy is reduced by rapid rotation: 
Zeeman Doppler Imaging can be used. Works for Zeeman Doppler Imaging can be used. Works for 
v v sinsini i = 10= 10--100100 km/s and km/s and i i = 20= 20--7070oo

-- With increasing vsini, S/N is reduced as line gets With increasing vsini, S/N is reduced as line gets 
weakened. Reason for 100 km/s limit on ZDI weakened. Reason for 100 km/s limit on ZDI 



Doppler Imaging: the principle
Brightness structures on surface of rapidly rotating Brightness structures on surface of rapidly rotating 
star map onto shape of line profile & its variation star map onto shape of line profile & its variation 
with time with time 

λ



Doppler Imaging: does 
it work?

Aim: recreate 2Aim: recreate 2--D image of D image of 
stellar surfacestellar surface
Data: spectrum (1Data: spectrum (1--D) + its D) + its 
variation (1variation (1--D)D)
IllIll--posed inverse problem. posed inverse problem. 
Soluble, but needs Soluble, but needs 
regularization (e.g. maximum regularization (e.g. maximum 
entropy)entropy)
Tests using synthetic stars Tests using synthetic stars 
have been successfulhave been successful

Original

Reconstructed



Zeeman Doppler Imaging

Radial field                   Azimuthal field              Radial field
Latitude of B: 30o 30o 60o              

Use Stokes spectra to determine distribution of field (Semel 1989)

Animations
P. Petit



Limitations of ZDI

Determining 2Determining 2--D maps of full magnetic vector (3x2 = 6D maps of full magnetic vector (3x2 = 6--
dimensional data set) from just 2 Stokes parameters I and V dimensional data set) from just 2 Stokes parameters I and V 
is not trivial (Q and U are not measurable on cool stars: in Ap is not trivial (Q and U are not measurable on cool stars: in Ap 
stars all 4 Stokes params can be used, Piskunov et al.)stars all 4 Stokes params can be used, Piskunov et al.)

Misses a significant, in cool stars even dominant fraction of Misses a significant, in cool stars even dominant fraction of 
the field (since it is ordered on small scales)the field (since it is ordered on small scales)

Is not sensitive to fields in dark features, e.g. starspots: Is not sensitive to fields in dark features, e.g. starspots: 
strongest field regions in cool stars are not well coveredstrongest field regions in cool stars are not well covered

S/N is an issueS/N is an issue

All limitations inherent to Doppler Imaging also applyAll limitations inherent to Doppler Imaging also apply



Least Squares 
Deconvolution 

(LSD)

Proposed by Semel & Li 
(1992) named by Donati et al. 
(1997). Basically averages 
signal from 1000s of lines. 
Brings out signal hidden in 
noise. LSD V, but not Q & U, 
may be modelled as single 
line!

Part of observed spectrum. 
Stokes V: red, Stokes I: black

LSD V and I profiles



Magnetic field regimes: stronger fields

Perturbation theory regimes:
Quadratic magnetic term << linear term << spin-orbit 
term: (linear) Zeeman effect
Quadratic magnetic term << spin-orbit term << linear 
term: Paschen-Back effect
Spin-orbit term << linear term << quadratic magnetic term: 
quadratic Zeeman effect
Electronic binding term << quadratic magnetic term: 
needle atoms
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Following J. Landstreet



B at which different regimes are reached

May estimate size of magnetic terms by taking L ~ ħ, 
r~ Bohr radius a0, V ~ Ze/r. We find

For normal atoms and B < 50 kG (5 T), most atomic lines 
are in linear Zeeman regime

Above about 100 kG quadratic term becomes important. 
Quadratic Zeeman effect is observed in lines of H

Above about 10 MG magnetic terms become comparable 
to Coulomb term, perturbation methods no longer work. 
Must solve structure of atom in combined (external and 
internal) field

Following J. Landstreet



Zeeman and Paschen-Back effects
In Paschen-Back regime, L
and S decouple, so J is not a 
good quantum number. Now 
ML and MS good quantum 
numbers perturbation 
energy (e/2mc) B(ML+2MS) ℏ

all lines are split by same 
amount. Only three line   
components (ΔM = -1,0,1)

Atomic PBE: main application 
WDs. Only few lines in non-
degenerate stars. Molecular 
PBE: common, also in cool 
stars Follow  J. Landstreet



Molecular Zeeman & PB effect 

Molecular lines are interesting for cool stars: Molecular lines are interesting for cool stars: cool cool 
stars or starspots (and sunspot umbrae) show stars or starspots (and sunspot umbrae) show 
strong molecular absorption features.strong molecular absorption features.
Spectral lines of many diatomic molecules display Spectral lines of many diatomic molecules display 
Zeeman splitting.Zeeman splitting. Molecular energy levels often lie Molecular energy levels often lie 
close together, PBE takes place already at low field close together, PBE takes place already at low field 
strengths (often a few 100 G) and must be includedstrengths (often a few 100 G) and must be included
Full theory for arbitrary molecular electronic statesFull theory for arbitrary molecular electronic states

Zeeman and PaschenZeeman and Paschen--Back effects: Back effects: Berdyugina & Solanki Berdyugina & Solanki 
(2002), Berdyugina et al. (2003, 2005)(2002), Berdyugina et al. (2003, 2005)

Scattering & Hanle effect: Scattering & Hanle effect: Berdyugina et al. (2002), Berdyugina Berdyugina et al. (2002), Berdyugina 
& Fluri (2004), Shapiro et al. (2007,2008)& Fluri (2004), Shapiro et al. (2007,2008)



Molecular Zeeman & PB effect 

Peculiarities due to the PBE Peculiarities due to the PBE ⇒⇒ New diagnostics and higher New diagnostics and higher 
sensitivitysensitivity

Stokes profile asymmetries Stokes profile asymmetries ⇒⇒ Net polarization across line profilesNet polarization across line profiles
Wavelength shifts and polarization sign changes depending on BWavelength shifts and polarization sign changes depending on B

CN
FeH



Quadratic Zeeman effect
The effect of the quadratic term in the Hamiltonian of an 
atom in a magnetic field is to shift all spectral line 
components in H to shorter wavelengths by about 

ΔλQ≃(−e2 a0
2 / 8mc3h) λ2 n4 (1+ML

2) B2

where λ is in Å, a0 is the Bohr radius, and n and ML are the 
principal and magnetic quantum numbers of the upper level

Quadratic effect dominates for hydrogen H10 for B > 10 kG

At 1 MG, H8 is shifted by about 350 km/s relative to Hα, an 
easily detectable effect (Preston 1970, ApJ 160, L143)

Polarisation effects are similar to those of Zeeman effect, but 
components are not split symmetrically about unsplit line



Atomic structure in huge fields
For fields above 10 MG the magnetic terms in the 
Hamiltonian are comparable to the Coulomb terms, and the 
structure of the combined system must be solved 
consistently

Has been solved for H, and to a large extent for He (review: 
e.g. Becken & Schmelcher 2002, Phys Rev A, 65, 033416)

Basically, each line component decouples from the others 
and moves about (in λ) in a dramatic way

Absorption lines in stellar spectra for fields over about 50 MG 
are affected by fact that the line positions vary rapidly with B. 
If B is not constant over the stellar surface. Lines occur at 
wavelengths where for some range of B the absorption 
wavelength does not change rapidly



Splitting of H 
lines in strong 

fields
Plotted are the Plotted are the λλ of the of the 
Zeeman components of Zeeman components of 
the lowest Ly, H, the lowest Ly, H, 
Paschen and Brackett Paschen and Brackett 
lines of hydrogen vs.lines of hydrogen vs.
ββ = 4.7= 4.7··101099 GG
Components move over Components move over 
large parts of spectrum. large parts of spectrum. 
Identifying them can be Identifying them can be 
quite adventurousquite adventurous

Wunner 1990



Splitting of H lines in 
strong fields (contd.)

For large B values, the σ-
components of spectral lines vary 
rapidly with wavelength. They are 
almost undetectable on stars 
where B varies by a factor of two. 

Some π-like transitions vary little  
over a range of B (“stationary 
components”). Such transitions 
can produce useful lines over a 
range of field strengths in the 
range of hundreds of MG

Wunner et al 1985, A&A 149, 102



Techniques for measuring white dwarf 
magnetic fields

Fields of white dwarfs are observed using several 
detection methods based on the behaviour of atoms 
& electrons in increasingly strong fields

For B below about 100 kG, the normal Zeeman effect 
(and perhaps the Paschen-Back effect in H) are used, as 
in non-degenerate stars
From 100 kG to about 10 MG, the linear Zeeman effect is 
overtaken by the quadratic Zeeman effect
Above 10 MG, even the spectrum of H is no longer easily 
recognised. It is greatly distorted, and continuum 
polarisation (circular and then linear) becomes detectable
In polars e- cyclotron radiation is observed & employed



Measurement of field on Grw +70 8247

Top panel: computed Top panel: computed 
hydrogen line hydrogen line 
positions vs. Bpositions vs. B

Middle panel: Middle panel: 
observed spectrumobserved spectrum

Bottom panel: H line Bottom panel: H line 
positions computed by positions computed by 
another groupanother group



Continuum polarisation of white dwarf
radiation in MG fields

Free e- spiral around field lines 
continuum absorption is dichroic 
(cyclotron radiation). Right & left 
circularly polarised light is absorbed 
differently continuum becomes 
circularly polarised by field with 
comp. along line of sight. In visible 
range this happens for B > 10 MG

For B ≥ 100 MG a similar effect   
gives continuum linear polarisation 

So far not possible to reproduce 
observed continuum polarisation 
spectra (cf. Koester & Chanmugam 
1990, Rep. Prog. Phys., 53, 837, Sec 8) Grw +70 8247





Activity in stellar envelopes Activity in stellar envelopes 
caused by the magnetic caused by the magnetic 

fieldfield



Which stars have magnetic fields or 
show magnetic activity?

Best studied star: SunBest studied star: Sun

F, G, K, M, L stars (outer or F, G, K, M, L stars (outer or 
full convection zones) show full convection zones) show 
magnetic activity & have magnetic activity & have 
<B> fields of G<B> fields of G--kG. kG. 

Early type stars: Ap, Bp, Early type stars: Ap, Bp, 
(kG(kG--100kG), Ae,Be (100G), 100kG), Ae,Be (100G), 
O,B (100 G) O,B (100 G) 

White dwarfs have B White dwarfs have B ≈≈ kGkG--
10109 9 G, no activityG, no activity

Not on diagram: pulsarsNot on diagram: pulsars

Pulsars



Stellar magnetic activity

Magnetic activity: high energy radiation, e.g. XMagnetic activity: high energy radiation, e.g. X--rays, rays, 
stellar wind, or stellar variability due to magnetic stellar wind, or stellar variability due to magnetic 
fieldsfields

Stellar magnetic activity can be driven by: Stellar magnetic activity can be driven by: 

interaction of magnetic field with convection in an outer interaction of magnetic field with convection in an outer 
convection zone (solar case) or in completely convective convection zone (solar case) or in completely convective 
stars (dynamo driven fields). By far the most commonstars (dynamo driven fields). By far the most common

Modification of accretion of matter by magnetic fields (e.g. Modification of accretion of matter by magnetic fields (e.g. 
polars, i.e. AM Hercules systems) and/or interaction with polars, i.e. AM Hercules systems) and/or interaction with 
an accretion disk as in classical Tan accretion disk as in classical T--Tauri starsTauri stars

Interaction of magnetic field with turbulent wind in O, B Interaction of magnetic field with turbulent wind in O, B 
starsstars



How is stellar magnetic activity measured ?

XX--ray emissionray emission

Enhanced chromospheric Enhanced chromospheric 
emission and its variabilityemission and its variability

Photospheric variabilityPhotospheric variability

II’’ll concentrate mainly on ll concentrate mainly on 
cool stars, showing cool stars, showing ““solarsolar--
likelike”” magnetic activity magnetic activity 
(although over a much (although over a much 
larger range)larger range)



Which stars emit X-rays?

Fraction of stars Fraction of stars 
emitting Xemitting X--rays rays 
vs. colour (i.e. vs. colour (i.e. 
temperature)temperature)
Fraction increases Fraction increases 
at Bat B--V=0.3V=0.3
Fraction Fraction 
decreases decreases 
towards later towards later 
types due to lower types due to lower 
luminosity and luminosity and 
sensitivity limitsensitivity limit

Hot                                                     Cool

Coronae



Rotational velocity vs. colour: evidence for 
rotational braking

Sensitivity limit:
3-4 km/s



Ca II K as a magnetic activity indicator

Ca II H and K: Ca II H and K: 
strongest lines in strongest lines in 
visible spectra of G visible spectra of G 
and K starsand K stars

IIcorecore/I/Iwing wing ~ <B>~ <B>0.60.6

Ca lines are good Ca lines are good 
tracers of stellar tracers of stellar 
(chromospheric) (chromospheric) 
magnetic activitymagnetic activity

Better S/N than    Better S/N than    
XX--rays. Can be rays. Can be 
observed from observed from 
groundground



Activity-rotation relationship

Typical: Activity Typical: Activity 
increases with increases with 
decreasing rotation decreasing rotation 
periodperiod

Scatter is reduced if Scatter is reduced if 
LLxx/L/Lbolbol is plotted is plotted 
(instead of just (instead of just LLxx))

Also typical: below a Also typical: below a 
certain rotation certain rotation 
period there is a period there is a 
saturation. I.e. saturation. I.e. 
activity does not activity does not 
increase anymoreincrease anymore

Pizzolato et al. 1993Pizzolato et al. 1993



Activity-rotation relationship
Typical: scatter is Typical: scatter is 
further reduced if further reduced if 
instead of rotation instead of rotation 
period the Rossby period the Rossby 
number is used.number is used.

Rossby number:Rossby number: ratio ratio 
of rotation timeof rotation time--scale scale 
to convective to convective 
timescaletimescale
It removes (or at least It removes (or at least 
reduces) the stellar reduces) the stellar 
mass dependencemass dependence Pizzolato et al. 1993Pizzolato et al. 1993
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Activity-rotation relationship

Level at which Level at which LLxx saturates depends on masssaturates depends on mass

Mass dependence is reduced for Mass dependence is reduced for LLxx//LLbolbol

Period at which saturation takes place Period at which saturation takes place PPsat sat also depends on also depends on 
stellar massstellar mass

Pizzolato et al. 1993Pizzolato et al. 1993



Does the magnetic field saturate?

It really is the It really is the 
dynamo that dynamo that 
saturates, not saturates, not 
the heating!the heating!

Data for G, K, M Data for G, K, M 
stars. Saturation stars. Saturation 
in magnetic flux in magnetic flux 
seen mainly for seen mainly for 
the most rapidly the most rapidly 
rotating M starsrotating M stars Reiners & Basri 2009

Saturation



Combined solar-stellar Lx-Φ relationship

Almost linear relationship over 12 orders of magnitude of fluxAlmost linear relationship over 12 orders of magnitude of flux

QS
X-ray BPs

Active regions

G,K,M stars

T Tauri starsLx ~ Φ1.15

Pevtsov et al. 2003

universal  
(?) volumetric
heating rate:

Q~B/L

B = average 
field strength
L  = length of 
field line 
between 
footpts



Lx-Φ relationship: T Tauri stars

QS
X-ray BPs

Active regions

G,K,M stars

T Tauri starsLx ~ Φ1.15 Yang, Johns-Krull  
et al. 2009



X-ray Coronal Dividing Line

Giants hotter than the Giants hotter than the 
red line show strong Xred line show strong X--
ray emission and ray emission and 
possess hot coronaepossess hot coronae
Giants cooler than the Giants cooler than the 
red line show very little red line show very little 
XX--ray emissionray emission

Haisch & Linsky; Haisch et Haisch & Linsky; Haisch et 
al.al.



Rosner et al. 
(1995)

Leftward of the Leftward of the CDLCDL::
largelarge--scale bipolar regions scale bipolar regions 
big coronal loopsbig coronal loops
mostly closed fieldmostly closed field
strong Xstrong X--ray emissionray emission
weak stellar windweak stellar wind

Rightward of the Rightward of the CDLCDL::
smallsmall--scale mixed polarity scale mixed polarity 
no large coronal loopsno large coronal loops
mostly open fieldmostly open field
weak Xweak X--ray emissionray emission
strong stellar windstrong stellar wind

Magnetic topology across the X-ray Coronal 
Dividing Line



Eruption vs. trapping: buoyancy vs. curvature

Main-sequence star Giant

Sufficiently small initial radius: 
curvature force increases more rapidly than buoyancy force
new equilibrium  within the convection zone

Trapping for Rtube / Rstar < 0.2~



Rosner et al. 
(1995)

Leftward of the Leftward of the CDLCDL::
largelarge--scale bipolar regions scale bipolar regions 
big coronal loopsbig coronal loops
mostly closed fieldmostly closed field
strong Xstrong X--ray emissionray emission
weak stellar windweak stellar wind

Rightward of the Rightward of the CDLCDL::
smallsmall--scale mixed polarity scale mixed polarity 
no large coronal loopsno large coronal loops
mostly open fieldmostly open field
weak Xweak X--ray emissionray emission
strong stellar windstrong stellar wind

Magnetic topology across the X-ray Coronal 
Dividing Line

Holzwarth & Schüssler 2002



Spindown of cool stars

Rotation rateRotation rate
evolves with evolves with 
stellar age on stellar age on 
main sequence: main sequence: 
ΩΩ ~ t~ t--1/21/2

Ca II H+K fluxCa II H+K flux
(i.e. (i.e. 
chromospheric chromospheric 
activity)  also activity)  also 
decreases with        decreases with        
ΩΩ ~ t~ t--1/21/2

Skumanich 1972

Hyades

Pleiades

Sun

Spinup due to contraction



Stellar activity cycles

Measurements of Measurements of 
Ca II H and K flux Ca II H and K flux 
over nearly 3 over nearly 3 
decades from Mt decades from Mt 
Wilson survey Wilson survey 
(started by Olin (started by Olin 
Wilson)Wilson)
Stars at different Stars at different 
activity levels are activity levels are 
seen. Some seen. Some 
clearly display clearly display 
cycles cycles 



Activity cycles in chromosphere & corona

Chromospheric activity cycle from Mt Wilson & Lowell Obs. Chromospheric activity cycle from Mt Wilson & Lowell Obs. 
(extension & continuation of Mt Wilson program)(extension & continuation of Mt Wilson program)
XMM/Newton shows parallel XXMM/Newton shows parallel X--ray cycleray cycle



Cycle frequency Cycle frequency ωωcyccyc
scales with rotation rate scales with rotation rate ΩΩ

Two branches: inactive Two branches: inactive 
stars: I, active stars: Astars: I, active stars: A

Active stars have shorter Active stars have shorter 
cycles (for given cycles (for given ΩΩ))

ωωcyc cyc ~ ~ ΩΩ1.15  1.15  for I starsfor I stars

ωωcyc cyc ~ ~ ΩΩ0.8  0.8  for A starsfor A stars

Saar (2002)Saar (2002)

Cycle period vs. 
rotation period



Stars leaving or entering a Grand Minimum?

Some stars are seen to move into or out of a flat lowSome stars are seen to move into or out of a flat low--activity activity 
state state Interpreted as entering or leaving a Grand MinimumInterpreted as entering or leaving a Grand Minimum

HD 3651: over 6 years in low activity state: GM candidateHD 3651: over 6 years in low activity state: GM candidate

HD 140538: spent 2HD 140538: spent 2--3 years in low activity state: if that is a 3 years in low activity state: if that is a 
Grand Min, then Sun is now also in a Grand Min. since 2006Grand Min, then Sun is now also in a Grand Min. since 2006

Baliunas et al. 1995, Hall et al. 2007Baliunas et al. 1995, Hall et al. 2007



Sunspots - starspots

Active binary stars, Active binary stars, 
slightly evolvedslightly evolved

Display large spot Display large spot 
coverage (10% or more coverage (10% or more 
of visible hemisphere)of visible hemisphere)



Ratio of faculae to plage in active to 
inactive stars

inactive starinactive star displays displays 
behaviour similar to behaviour similar to 
Sun: at cycle phase Sun: at cycle phase 
with higher activity  with higher activity  
(chromospheric index) (chromospheric index) 
star is brighterstar is brighter
active staractive star displays displays 
opposite behaviour: star opposite behaviour: star 
is darker during more is darker during more 
active phaseactive phase
Ratio of faculae (plage) Ratio of faculae (plage) 
to spots chages with to spots chages with 
increasing activityincreasing activity Radick et al. 1989Radick et al. 1989



Extrapolation to active stars

results of results of Lockwood et al. (1992); Radick et al. (1998, 2007)Lockwood et al. (1992); Radick et al. (1998, 2007)::
more active stars dark at high activitymore active stars dark at high activity

Extrapolation from Sun (Extrapolation from Sun (Knaack et al. in prep.Knaack et al. in prep.) roughly ) roughly 
reproduces reproduces Strengthens Strengthens ““solar paradigmsolar paradigm”” for stellar activityfor stellar activity

Δ
Irr

ad
 / 
Δ

S

i=inclination of rotation axis



Is the Sun a sun-like star?
Consider variability vs. activityConsider variability vs. activity
Sun lies slighly (<1Sun lies slighly (<1σσ) ) above the relation for chromospheric above the relation for chromospheric 
variabilityvariability
Sun lies 2Sun lies 2σσ below the relation for photospheric variabilitybelow the relation for photospheric variability




